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A wealth of information at 
the NKF conference

My name is Moira and I am Linda 
Blackwood’s sister, wife of patient 
Beavon Blackwood, who has had a 
kidney transplant but is now back on 
dialysis.  In JANober, my husband Juna 
Daniel and I had the pleasure of being 
invited to the KPA Conference in 
Blackpool.

This was the first time we were going to 
attend a conference about chronic kidney 
disease and although I knew some basic 
information surrounding renal failure, 
I wasn’t quite sure what to expect.  The 
location of the hotel where the conference 
was being held in Blackpool was very 
accommodating and very comfortable.  
The food was diverse, in abundance and 
very appetising.

We had the courage to ask questions
On the morning of the conference, my first 
surprise was the wealth of information 
situated in the foyer adjacent to the con-
ference hall.  There were dedicated staff 
on hand to supply us with any information 
needed to support and give us hope for 
the coming journey ahead.  Bags with 
handouts and contact numbers were giv-
en to us to continue our reading once the 
conference had come to a close.  Their 

empathetic, warm and genuine patience 
gave my husband and I the courage to 
ask questions we would not necessarily 
have asked before.  We felt privileged to 
have been given the opportunity, time and 
space to learn and reflect on some of the 
information we were given.

Within the conference, listening to some 
of the journeys, improvements and the 
long term effects some kidney patients 
faced on a daily basis was moving and at 
the same time awe-inspiring.  The atmo-
sphere was filled with genuine uncondi-
tional positiveness, which gave me the 
courage to stand up and share a concern 
my brother-in-law was experiencing.  I was 
even more astounded with the feedback 
and encouraging support I received from 
the audience, guest speakers and organ-
isers.  I felt acknowledged and above all 
satisfied the plenary gave my brother-
in-law some useful information and his 
autonomy back to move forward on his 
next plan of action with his consultants.

The opportunity to share and learn from 
each other
The agenda was very compact and gave 
everyone the opportunity to share and 
learn from each other.  The guest speak-

ers were informative and inspirational and 
the whole experience left me hoping all 
this good work is continued and communi-
cated within other organisations such as 
schools, colleges and big businesses.
Young people living with kidney failure was 
a topic discussed at the conference and 
the huge gap between them and the older 
generation who have the same disease 
was evident.  Giving them a voice and 
the opportunity to share their fears, their 
understanding and in some instances 
their denials within a conference such as 
this would be a positive step in the right 
direction.  It was agreed that the only way 
this transition is going to happen is to 
discuss, tabling this agenda into the edu-
cational curriculum as part of understand-
ing how unforeseen circumstances can 
interrupt a healthy everyday life style.

To conclude I embrace and respect all 
the hard work and commitment of all 
participants to make this conference 
successful, informative, educational as 
well as enjoyable.  Thank you to the 
RFHKPA for organising our attendance.

By Moira McCarthy-Daniel

Michaela Dynott, Joan Dhyll 
& Sandra Toussaint

From l-r Moira, Juna Daniel, Beavon & Linda

Patrick Prosper with Michaela Dynott
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RFHKPA Update
I was very 
pleased to 
see so many 
patients along 
with partners 
attend our 
annual KPA 
AGM and Renal 
Unit Q & A. 
I am very 
grateful to 

the members of our KPA committee for 
attending our (almost) monthly committee 
meetings (details on P19 in Diary Dates). 
I would really like the KPA to be doing 
more for our patients but we just don’t 
have enough representation in our satel-
lite units to be able to be more effective.
We hear individual patient concerns about 
their experiences whilst having dialysis 
treatment but it’s difficult to see if the 
same concerns are widespread because 
we just don’t have enough input.  My 
feeling is that some patients suffer from 
a lack of communication from renal staff. 
But it’s a joint failing between staff and 
patients.  Messages need to be repeated 
and patients must not be shy to ask 
questions from their named nurses.  Our 
kidney patients get great care and treat-
ment but we know staff are under pres-
sure and budgets are tight.  But nursing 
staff need to be able to make the time 
to ensure that patients understand their 
blood results, know what medication they 
are receiving and know what foods are 
best for their diet. 

Understand how the 
non-emergency transport 

system works
It’s also important that patients under-
stand how the non-emergency transport 
system works.  Eligible patients on 
transport should  understand that if they 
can get a family member or friend to take 
them to or from their dialysis unit, they 
should try to do so.  They can give good 
notice to their unit’s admin and this won’t 
affect their long-term use of transport.  
Also, some patients only really need 

transport for going home, but not to get 
to their unit. Telling admin that you only 
want one way transport would make great 
savings to the trust’s transport bill.  What 
this also achieves is a better service for 
those patients who need the use of trans-
port all the time.

RFHKPA sponsor 13 
patient/partner delegates at 
NKF Annual Conference

Once again this year, the Royal Free had 
the largest contingent of patients at the 
Annual NKF Conference “Changes” on 7th 
- 9th October in Blackpool.  RFHKPA pays 
towards delegate costs and the hope is 
that those who attended become better 
informed kidney patients.  One delegate 
tells her impressions alongside.

Our youngest fundraiser

During the summer, Suzi Epstein’s daugh-
ter Amelie, aged 6, said she would like 
to sell some of her toys that she doesn’t 
play with anymore and give the money 
raised to her grandpa, Michael Epstein’s 
kidney charity, RFHKPA. 

Amelie laid out the toys and books out-
side her parents’ house and on further 
dates outside grandma and grandpa’s 
house and sold the items, telling all the 
passers-by that the money was going to 
her grandpa’s kidney charity at the Royal 
Free.

We are all very proud of Amelie. 
RFHKPA has received the sum total of 
the fundraising, £55. Amelie gets the title 
of this charity’s youngest fundraiser and 
we send our sincere thanks for carrying 
on with the fundraising that her family 
have contributed to for kidney patients 
over many years.

Dates for your diary
Medicine for Members
I will be hosting another Medicine for 
Members event “How renal research is 
improving the lives of our kidney 
patients” in the Atrium on 30th March 
6.00 – 8.00 pm 
The main speaker will be Prof David 
Wheeler and the full list of speakers and 
subjects will be announced soon. 
It should be a very informative event for 
all renal patients.  To register your 
interest for the event, 
email rf.membership@nhs.net

You can see the film of the Medicine for 
Members event I hosted in September 
2017, “Organ donation at the Royal Free” 
by clicking on the following link 
https://www.youtube.
comwatch?v=hZbJ5UePXXs

World Kidney Day
March 9th is an important day for all of 
us to remind everyone that there are 
more than 5,000 patients in the UK wait-
ing for a kidney transplant.  Sadly, 
demand exceeds supply and some of 
those on the waiting list won’t be around 
this time next year unless more people 
understand the benefits derived from 
signing up to the organ donor register.

By David Myers, President RFHKPA, Governor Royal Free London NHS
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Improving the detection and management of acute 
kidney injury through an innovative smartphone app

Acute kidney injury (AKI), formerly 
known as acute kidney failure, is a 
sudden loss of kidney function.  It is 
caused by a number of medical problems 
including infections of the bloodstream, 
dehydration, drug toxicity, blockages of 
the urinary tract (from for example kidney 
stones) and specific renal diseases such 
as glomerulonephritis. 

Patients suffering AKI have 
less chance of surviving 

emergency hospitalisation

AKI affects up to 20% of acute hospital 
admissions and is associated with a 
number of life threatening complications 
like excess acidity of the blood and high 
potassium levels.  It is known that if a 
patient suffers an AKI, then they are 
likely to spend more time in hospital and 
have less chance of surviving emergency 
hospitalisation.  Around half the patients 
who die in hospital in the Royal Free have 
evidence of an AKI prior to death.  NHS 
England estimates that 100,000 deaths 
per annum are associated with AKI and 
the healthcare costs of this problem in 
the NHS exceeded £1 billion.

If we can intervene in 
patients with early signs of an 
AKI then we may be able to 

save lives
AKI is an important cause of chronic kid-
ney disease (CKD) and CKD progression. 
A single, severe AKI episode increases 
the risk of developing CKD by 30 times 

and the risk of needing chronic dialysis by 
10 times. 30% of patients need dialysis 
for AKI in the Royal Free renal unit end 
up requiring longterm dialysis.  If we can 

intervene as soon as possible in patients 
with early signs of an AKI, then we may 
be able to save lives, get people home 
earlier and hopefully prevent many people 
ending up with CKD and on dialysis.

The challenge of AKI is that it 
can affect so many patients

Due to its importance, AKI has been 
identified as a patient safety priority 
for the Royal Free Trust and the wider 
NHS. In fact Simon Stevens, the CEO 
of the NHS, has stated that prevention 
and better management of AKI is one 
of two specific priorities for the NHS in 
2015/16.  As part of the Royal Free 
Patient Safety Programme, we are making 
concerted efforts to achieve improve-
ments.  The challenge of AKI is that it 
can affect so many patients from a young 
mother with preeclampsia on the labour 
ward to an elderly patient in hospital who 
had had a stroke.  These patients may 
be located across the whole hospital and 
may be undergoing treatment for many 
other things.  Most of our inpatients have 
regular blood tests and several thousand 
tests of kidney function are carried out 
each week across our hospitals.  One in 
five of these patients having blood tests 
will have a change in kidney function.  So 
how do we ensure that when there is an 
AKI, patients get the right treatment at 
the right time?  To help crack this problem 
the Royal Free has approached DeepMind 
Health.

DeepMind is a British 
artificial intelligence research 

company
The Royal Free is working with DeepMind 
to develop clinical applications that could 
improve patient safety and clinical care. 
DeepMind has worked with Royal Free 
staff to develop its first app and it is 
focused on the management of AKI called 
Streams.

By Chris Laing, Consultant Nephrologist and Associate Medical Director, Royal Free London

Chris Laing is the Royal Free clinical 
lead for this project and also advises 

DeepMind on the project
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So what does Streams do and 
how will it help AKI patients?

Streams monitors a patient’s kidney 
function by taking a flow of data from our 
laboratory systems.  It applies a nation-
ally mandated ‘algorithm’ which has been 
developed by NHS England to detect 
significant changes in kidney function 
that can indicate that a patient may be 
developing AKI.  When AKI is detected, 
the application notifies a clinician and 
sends them important tests results and 
details of their relevant diagnosis.  This 
means they can rapidly decide whether 
the patient needs help, what treatment 
they require and ensure they are appropri-
ately managed, wherever they are in the 
hospital.

Chris Laing explains why 
Streams is so important for 

his work

Streams will give us the opportunity to 
monitor, in real time, on a smartphone, 
the kidney function of patients having 
blood tests across our hospitals and help 
us to intervene early to prevent their AKI 
getting worse.  We believe this will help 
save lives, prevent longterm kidney dam-
age and get patients safely home earlier. 
We are delighted that a collaborator of 
this calibre, backed by one of the largest 
technology companies in the world, is 
working on AKI in the Royal Free as its 
first healthcare project.  The project was 
originally announced in February 2017 
and received considerable national inter-
est. It involved the handling of some pa-
tient data and understandably there was 
concern to ensure this was done safely 
and securely.

How patient data is handled 
safely and securely

We understand that patients need to be 
confident that their health data is secure. 
We took rigorous measures to protect the 
security of patient data and the project 
did not involve any research nor transfer 
any ownership of patients’ data to Deep-
Mind. Like many other clinical software 
systems,  Streams processes encrypted 
data and presents relevant information to 
licensed clinicians who are authorised to 
review the results and must securely log 
in.  DeepMind can’t do anything with this 
data other than serve clinical care under 
conditions defined by the Trust and our 

clinical teams.  We actually believe new 
standards for healthcare data security 
and privacy are being set.

Streams is an improved care pathway 
involving a renal specialist team who will 
use the application to be piloted from 
November 2017 onwards and this new 
pathway will undergo a full evaluation with 
our UCL colleagues.

DeepMind is an artificial intelligence (AI) 
company, so can we use AI to treat AKI?
Currently Streams uses no AI but there is 
definitely potential for doing this type of 
research in future under the appropriate 
regulatory approvals. 

Ultimately we may be able to predict 
in advance whether patients may get 
AKI before it happens, help diagnose 
the underlying cause of kidney failure or 
identify patients who may subsequently 
get CKD and then have a live application 
so we can use this information to 
support clinicians.”

More information on DeepMind Health 
and the Streams application is available 
here
https://deepmind.com/health/
clinicalapps

The Royal Free London Trust Q and A on 
the project is available here
https://www.royalfree.nhs.uk/
newsmedia/news/googledeepmindqa/
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How can kidney patients 
support research?

We all know about the importance of 
research into kidney disease and how 
the lives of patients and carers can be 
improved as a result.  At the Royal Free, 
there is a great deal of kidney research 
taking place.  The clinical research team 
is led by Professor David Wheeler.  David 
and Kirit Modi (a recent kidney transplant 
recipient at the Royal Free) have recently 
met to discuss kidney research.  This 
article covers four aspects: an overview 
of kidney research, information on the UK 
Renal Research Strategy, an example of 
a clinical research study and suggestions 

as to how kidney patients can support 
research.

An overview of kidney 
research at the Royal Free

There are over 30 clinical research 
studies relevant to kidney disease being 
conducted at the Royal Free Hospital at 
the present time.  These studies range 
from simply surveys of patient opinion, 
through observational studies to complex 
clinical trials.  Observational studies 
usually involve collecting information from 
patients, measuring markers in blood and 
urine and following patients over time to 
assess what happens to them.  Some of 
these observational studies involve analy-
sis of genes that we believe may cause 
certain kidney diseases.  Clinical trials 
usually involve randomisation to a treat-
ment regimen or a placebo.  The treat-
ment could be an old drug being tested 
for a new indication, a new drug that may 
hold promise in the treatment of a kidney 
disease or a lifestyle change such as a 
modifi cation to diet or exercise regimen. 
Most of the studies ongoing at the Royal 
Free are also recruiting patients at other 
kidney centres (in the UK and abroad). 

Information on the UK Renal 
Research Strategy

The UK Renal Research Strategy was 
published in March 2017 and has been 
supported by the kidney community as 
well as the Department of Health in 
England.  The Strategy is comprehensive 
but an important theme running through 
it is the greater involvement of patients in 
renal research.  The strategy aims for all 
kidney patients to have the opportunity   
to participate in research and encour-
ages engagement of kidney patients 
in research projects at an early stage. 
Communication with patients on research 
priorities, progress within research and 
research outcomes are also identifi ed as 
key areas which can result in a cultural 
change involving researchers and pa-

tients. Kirit Modi represented the National 
Kidney Federation as a member of the 
group which developed the Strategy. 
A copy of the Strategy is available at 
http://www.britishkidney-pa.co.uk/
images/news/KR9501---UKRRS-Booklet-
V8-WEB.pdf

An example of kidney 
research at the Royal Free

The Royal Free is hoping to soon recruit 
patients into the PEDAL study, led by 
Professor Iain MacDougall at King’s 
College Hospital.  The study aims to 
evaluate whether 6-9 months of exercise 
during haemodialysis treatment sessions 
improves quality of life for patients. 
Patients are randomly assigned to either 
exercising on a stationary bicycle set up 
during their dialysis session or receive 
normal care.  The effects of the exercise 
intervention will be assessed by patient 
questionnaires and by measuring exercise 
capacity.  Further details about recruit-
ment of patients will be announced soon.  
A patient participating in the study at 
King’s College Hospital is shown in the 
photograph.

By Professor David Wheeler and Kirit Modi 

Kirit Modi

David Wheeler
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How can kidney patients 
support research?

A few suggestions for kidney patients are 
set out below.  Patients may wish to con-
sider following up some of them, if they 
feel comfortable in doing so.  
We hope that everyone involved in looking 
after kidney patients at the Royal Free will 
respond positively when patients raise 
these issues. 
 

• At your appointment with the con-
sultant or a nurse, ask them about any 
research areas in which you could be 
involved.  If there is nothing available at 
present, indicate that you will be prepared 
to consider helping out with research in 
the future.

•Ask if there is any research related to 
your specific condition taking place at the 
Royal Free and request information about 
it.  If there is nothing taking place at 

present, suggest that you would welcome 
research into your specific condition in 
the future.

• Ask for regular updates on renal 
research taking place at the Royal Free, 
via the RFHKPA newsletter or at KPA 
meetings.

• Finally, consider joining the Steering 
Group for research taking place at the 
Royal Free, if you think you have the time 

and interest in doing so.

We hope you will find these suggestions 
helpful.  We intend to provide regular up-
dates on kidney research to patients via 
this newsletter.  If you have any queries, 
please do not hesitate to contact us: 

David Wheeler 
david.wheeler1@nhs.org
or Kirit Modi 
kiritmodi1@hotmail.com
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Royal Free Transplant Team Column

Eating and drinking safely 
after a kidney transplant 

– what is the latest advice?
This month the focus of the Transplant 
Team column is on ‘food safety after kid-
ney transplantation’.  This year, the Renal 
Nutrition Group (RNG) who are part of the 
British Dietetic Association, reviewed the 
evidence for following particular dietary 
guidelines after you have a kidney trans-
plant.  The dietitians at The Royal Free 
are all members of the Renal Nutrition 
Group.  We thought it would be helpful for 
many of you to hear an update on these 
recommendations.

What is the main focus of the 
recommendations?

The guidelines covered foodborne illness, 
post-transplant obesity and diabetes, 
bone health after a transplant, foods 
which impact on drug absorption and 
modifi ed electrolyte diets (sodium, phos-
phate and potassium).  This issue we will 
look at foodborne illness (food poison-
ing), which is the focus of the guidelines.  
We are currently updating our Royal Free 
dietary leafl et on ‘Diet Following Kidney 
Transplant’ which covers all of these top-
ics.  When this is available, your trans-
plant team will be able to give this to you 
in clinic.
 
Following a transplant, you will need to 
take one or more immunosuppressive 
medications e.g.  Tacrolimus, Sirolimus, 
Ciclosporin, Mycophenolate Mofetil 
(MMF), Mycophenolate Sodium (Myfortic), 
Azathioprine and Prednisolone.  These 
drugs help prevent the immune system 
from attacking or rejecting the new kidney 
by dampening down the body’s own 
natural defence system (Dietary Advice 
Post Transplantation: Executive Summary. 
Renal Nutrition Group, 2017).

Bacteria, viruses or parasites in food can 
cause infection.  When you are on immu-
nosuppressive medications, it is harder to 
fi ght these infections.  It is therefore very 
important to follow good hygiene practic-
es when choosing, preparing and storing 
food. Listeria, salmonella and Escherichia 
coli (E. coli) are examples of bacterium 
that you may be aware of.  Hepatitis E 
viral infection can also result from eat-
ing particular foods.  (Food Standards 
Agency, 2010). 

What are the symptoms of 
foodborne illness

Symptoms of foodborne infections can 
vary, but may include mild fl u-like symp-
toms such as headache, high tempera-
ture and a sore throat or vomiting and 
diarrhoea.  During periods of vomiting 
or diarrhoea, you may struggle to drink 
enough, and your immunosuppressive 
medications may not be absorbed prop-
erly.  This can result in dehydration and 
potentially organ rejection.  It is important 
to let your dJANor or nurse in the trans-
plant team know if you have had symp-
toms of food poisoning. 

Basic food safety principles should 
continue for the lifetime of the transplant 
as the immune system will remain sup-
pressed, particularly if there are changes 
to the immunosuppressive medications 
(RNG, 2017).

How do I minimise my risk of 
food poisoning?

The FSA recommend following the 4Cs of 
good food hygiene:

1 Wash your hands properly and keep  
 them clean
2 Cook food properly
3 Chill food properly
4 Avoid cross-contamination

By Sinéad Burke, Clinical Lead Renal Dietitian, Renal and Diabetes Th erapy Team
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Which foods do I avoid 
completely?

• Raw meat and poultry

• Raw eggs, unpasteurised milk and  
 unpasteurised soft cheeses

• Raw shellfi sh

• Slush puppies and ice cream from  
 ice cream vans and other soft-serve  
 machines (e.g. Mr Whippy)

• Ready-to-eat foods such as pâté, 
 rotisserie chickens and cured meats  

• Foods from salad bars and deli 
 counters

• Unwashed fruits, vegetables and salad 

• Rice which has been cooked, cooled  
 and reheated

• Probiotic yoghurts and drinks (live,  

 pasteurised yoghurts are ok!)

What else should I consider?

Hard cheese which is unpasteurised, 
such as hard blue stilton, can be eaten 
as there is little evidence of risk.  Pas-
teurised soft cheeses such as pasteur-
ised ricotta, mozzarella, paneer and 
labneh are all ok.  It is always best to 
check the label of your favourite cheese 
to see if it pasteurised as brands can 
vary.

Sushi which is from a shop has been 
made with fi sh which has been frozen, 
which kills any parasites.  Therefore it is 
ok to eat if you enjoy sushi!  Many restau-
rants freeze their raw fi sh for sushi also, 
but double check with them to be sure.   
It is recommended that you avoid eating 
out in restaurants or take-away foods for 
the fi rst 6-8 weeks after your transplant. 
This is when the dose of immunosuppres-
sive drugs is likely to be the highest.  
This can be tricky when you are dining 
with family, however this is the safest 
option to you immediately after your 
surgery.

After 6-8 weeks, you can eat out again, 
but take some sensible precautions. 
These include: 

•Try to avoid buffet style dining, or   

 ensure you are fi rst in queue!  This  
 means you are getting the food hot,  
 and with little chance for contamination  
 from other people. 

• Ask for your beef burger to be well  
 done.

• Choose eateries with a high rating  

 for food safety. Legally they should 
 display their rating from the Food Stan- 
 dards Agency somewhere you can see  
 it.  As a guide, 0 = urgent improvement  
 needed and 5 = very high standards of  
 food hygiene. 

• When eating and drinking abroad, use  
 bottled water or boiled tap water.  Avoid  
 ice made with tap water.

Further information regarding the safe 
consumption of food and water abroad 
can be found on NHS Choices.
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Royal Free Dietetic Column
Eat well for less

With rising costs of living it can feel like it 
is impossible to afford to eat well.  How-
ever; eating a healthy, varied diet does 
not mean that you need to buy the most 
expensive foods.  In fact there are plenty 
of cheap, nutritious and tasty foods avail-
able that you can make healthy meals 
from.  Healthy eating defi nitely doesn’t 
have to cost more.

Below are some top tips for eating well 
on a budget:

•Write a shopping list and plan meals 
Draw up a weekly meal plan using up in-
gredients you already have in the kitchen 
and make a shopping list only of any 
missing items.
 
•Try not to shop when hungry
If you shop when hungry you are more 
likely to spend more money; especially on 
less healthy foods, such as high-fat and 
sugary snacks.

 •Reduce waste

Families can throw away up to £60 of 
good food every month.  Aim to buy only 
what you’ll actually eat.  Plan your meals 
so that all ingredients on your list get 
used and freeze any unused food.
 
•Eat leftovers for lunch
If you fi nd yourself with excess food 
following your evening meal, then try to 
eat these leftovers for lunch the next day.

•Buy frozen fruit and vegetables 

These are just as good for you as fresh 
varieties, and often cheaper.  Avoid any 
options with added salt, sugar or fat. 

•Try cheaper brands
You could save money just by buying 
cheaper brands than you normally do. 
There’s not always much difference 
between value and premium ranges, 
so give it a go and let your taste buds 
decide!

•Eat more vegetables and pulses 
Meat and fi sh are typically the most 
expensive food ingredients on a shopping 
list and so adding vegetables or pulses 
(beans, lentils or peas) to meat dishes 
such as casseroles to make your meals 
go further.  Also trying a few vegetarian 
meals during the week will help to keep 
costs down.

•Freeze leftover bread, milk, cheese, 
eggs and herbs
Reduce waste by freezing these staple 
items – preferably freeze in portions (for 
convenience) and when the foods are 
as fresh as possible.  Store items in an 
airtight container (such as a freezer bag) 
to avoid freezer burn.
  
•Eat smaller portions
Try eating smaller portions by saying 
no to a second helping or using smaller 
plates.  You’ll have more left over for 
lunch the next day and your waistline may 

benefi t too!  Try weighing or measuring 
out staples such as pasta and rice when 
cooking, to stay in control of portion size 
and reduce waste. 
 
•Cook from scratch whenever 
possible 
Save money by cutting back on take-
aways.  Preparing and cooking your own 
meals is generally cheaper than buying a 
takeaway or a ready meal; and because 
it’s easier to control what goes in to your 
dish, it can be healthier and much lower 
in salt.

•Try shopping online
Price comparison websites let you select 
a basket of products and then choose the 
cheapest supplier.  The price differences 
can be signifi cant and you’ll also know 
how much you’ve spent before you pay, 
which can make it easier to stay within 
budget. 

By Rachel Nandy, Clinical Specialist Renal Dietitian
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Recipes to try

Individual Lentil Lasagnes

Serves: 4 
Prep time: 15 minutes 
Cooking time: 25-30 minutes 

Ingredients:
•400g can lentils, drained and rinsed 
•400g can chopped tomatoes
•8 sheets lasagne (pasta)
•200g pack low fat soft cheese
•50ml semi skimmed milk
•40g cheddar cheese, grated

Method:
1.Preheat the oven to 200°C, gas mark 6.
2.Place the lentils and chopped tomatoes 
in a large saucepan and cook for 10 min-
utes. Season with pepper or mixed herbs 
to taste.
3.Meanwhile cook the lasagne sheets 
in boiling water for 5 minutes. Spoon 
half the lentil mixture into 4 individual 
ovenproof dishes, top each with half the 
lasagne. Repeat, fi nishing with a layer of 
lasagne.
4.Warm the soft cheese and milk in 
a small saucepan and spread on top, 
sprinkle with cheese.  Place on a baking 
tray and bake for 25-30 minutes or until 
golden.

Tips:
•A whole dish can be made instead of 
individual portions.
•Use up leftover bits of cheese from the 
fridge 
•Individual portions can be frozen and 
eaten at a later time

Tuna and lemon pasta 

Serves: 4 
Cooking time: 25 minutes 

Ingredients:
•350g pasta shells
•200g green beans (can be frozen)
•200g can tuna in spring water
•Grated lemon zest
•Pinch of chilli fl akes
•Olive oil

Method:
1.Cook the pasta in boiling water for 8 
minutes.  Add the beans and cook for a 
further 3 minutes until both the pasta 
and beans are just tender.  Meanwhile, 

tip the tuna into a bowl and fl ake the fi sh, 
keeping the pieces quite large.  Stir in the 
lemon zest, chilli and plenty of pepper.
2.Drain the pasta and beans, return them 
to the pan and toss with the tuna mixture. 
Add a little olive oil if you need to moisten 

everything. Serve the tuna and lemon 
pasta on its own or with salad.

The following websites provide more 
information:

https://www.bda.uk.com/foodfacts/
eatwellspendless.pdf
http://www.lovefoodhatewaste.com/ 
https://www.bhf.org.uk/heart-
matters-magazine/nutrition/eat-well-
on-a-budget/budget-eating-tips

Store Cupboard Checklist:
 Keep your cupboard well stocked 
 with  some core ingredients and 
 you’ll be able to create a meal in 
 no time:

 Flour
 Rice 
 Pasta
 Dried herbs and spices
 Onions
 Cooking oil or an oil spray so 
 you use less
 Canned fi sh in spring water 
 rather than brine
 Canned beans or pulses
 Canned tomatoes
 Garlic

Potassium
 Note that if following a low 
 potassium diet then you will need 
 to limit tinned tomatoes to half a  
 large tin (i.e. approx. 200g/8oz) 
 per day and avoid concentrated 
 tomato products, such as tomato  
 puree, to dishes.  The potassium  
 content of beans, pulses and 
 vegetables can be lowered by 
 parboiling these foods for 10 
 minutes and then discarding the  
 cooking water rather than using 
 this for sauces, soups, casseroles 
 or gravy.

 Not all renal patients need to 
 follow a low potassium diet, and 
 it is important not to restrict 
 yourself unless you have been 
 advised by a qualifi ed health 
 professional.

Food Banks
 If you feel you are really struggling  
 to afford to eat then there are food  
 banks available across London.  
 As well as providing emergency 
 short-term supplies, they also run  
 cooking nutrition and budgeting   
 courses.
 For more information
 www.trusselltrust.org
 or call 
 01722 580180
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RFHKPA Annual AGM

The attendance for the first part of the 
event was moderate but the hall filled up 
nicely, in time for the second and obvi-
ously more appealing part of the event, a 
Question and Answer section with a pres-
tigious panel headed by Dr Jenny Cross 
(Lead Dialysis Consultant) and supported 
by Colin Forman (Surgeon), Sinéad Burke 
(Dietitian) and Janice Ward (Matron).

The official part of the event, the 
RFHKPA AGM was hosted by David 
Myers, President of the RFHKPA.  He 
reminded the audience that the KPA com-
mittee was organised by the trustees and 
committee members entirely on a volun-
tary basis for the benefit of renal patients 
and membership is open to all Royal Free 
London renal patients.

The RFHKPA represents the interests and 
raises issues on behalf of Royal Free re-
nal patients. The association has patient 
representatives in satellite units, provides 
advice and directs patients to appropri-
ate services or organisations. Hardship 
cases are considered in association with 
Citizens Advice Camden.  The RFHKPA 
also organises fundraising activities, col-
lects donations and makes responsible 
spending donations.  It produces informa-
tion literature and organises patient and 
family social events and day trips, as well 
as promoting national renal events.

The Annual RFHKPA AGM took place on Sunday 20th November in The Atrium Hall 
at The Royal Free Hospital.
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David talked about some of the activities 
the KPA had carried out during the finan-
cial year ending 30th September 2017. 
We continue to produce our popular and 
well-read quarterly KPA Newsletter.  David 
said no AGM could be complete without 
thanking all those who have made gener-
ous donations to our charity.  Donations 
come from patients, family and friends 
in gratitude for the care and treatment 
provided by our renal team or in memory 
of patients who sadly have passed away.

Particular mention was given to the 
largest donation received in the year. 
The Khimasia Foundation very generously 
donated £10,000 in memory of a former 

patient of Dr Mark Harber, Mahendra 
Khimasia.  The donation will be used 
to purchase two SmartSeat chairs with 
headrests which will be used for reha-
bilitation by recovering patients and two 
ophthalmoscopes.

David mentioned the day trips and events 
organized by the KPA committee.  This 
includes the annual Summer Garden 
Tea Party, the annual day trip – this year 
to Hastings and 13 patients looking to 
become well informed kidney patients 
by attending the annual NKF conference. 
Sadly, we are organizing fewer social 
events due to a lack of volunteers.

We continue to support Keith Hunt’s mas-
sage and therapy service which has been 
so well received by patients who have 
access to the service.  And we provide 
funds for selected satellite units who 
organize Christmas parties and select 
presents for patients who will be on their 
own without family over Christmas.

David then provided details on the DRAFT 
accounts for the financial year just ended. 
The accounts show that income continues 
to recede, this year by about 10%.  This 
is due to fewer fundraising events – fewer 
volunteers.  Expenses have reduced 
considerably by 34%.  Overall income has 
exceeded expenses by around £9,600 
and we carry forward funds of almost 
£62,000.

From an accounting point of view, the 
year looks good.  Realistically the KPA is 
not doing enough for our patients but we 
can’t do this successfully without more 
involvement from patients or partners/
carers.  Consistent with previous AGMs, 
the trustees and officers stood down and 
each of the trustees offered themselves 
up for re-election.  The trustees were re-
elected by the members.

Officers were elected as follows, Andy 
Forbes - Chairman, Jill Slann - Member-
ship Secretary, Jeremy Gold - Treasurer, 
Louis Toussaint - NKF representative. 
Trustees re-elected – Andy, Jill, Louis, 
Caryl Bryant, Nii Plange, David Myers.
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Finally, the RFHKPA had rewritten its Con-
stitution so that the document was more 
in line with the way in which the RFHKPA 
conducts its business and its responsi-
bilities to our Royal Free London kidney 
patients.  The new Constitution had been 
given careful consideration and commit-
tee discussion over one year and was 
based on advice given by the Charities 
Commission.  The document had been 
printed in the JANober KPA Newsletter 
giving patients plenty of time to raise any 
issues prior to the AGM.  Also, printed 
copies were given to all attendees.  The 
new Constitution was adopted by the 
members.  It will now be signed by the 
trustees and forwarded to the Charities 
Commission.

In the second part of the event, Dr Jenny 
Cross initially gave a presentation on the 
work that had recently been carried out as 
part of a review of London’s renal hospi-
tals that are members of the London Clini-
cal Strategic Renal Network of which your 
KPA president is a committee member. A 
peer review, which was organised by West 
Midlands Quality Review Group, asked 
specialists who work in similar renal 
service environments around London and 
who are well positioned to judge, to evalu-
ate the quality and safety of our renal 
service.  Happily, the process revealed no 

immediate problems.  Dr Cross re-
ported that nothing the renal team 
were doing was worrying or required 
rapid modifi cation in practice, which 
was seen as being very reassuring.  
Dr Cross highlighted what was seen 
as achievements, what was seen 
by the reviewers as good practice 
and some areas where we have the 
opportunity to improve our service 
to patients.

There was then an enthusiastic 
session with patients raising 
questions, areas of concern and 
asking for clarifi cation on issues.  
This session showed that there 
are always plenty of patients with 
questions that they don’t seem 
to fi nd a way to get answers to, 
when they are having their dialysis 
sessions.  There is always a need 
for better communication.  Some 
patients were disappointed that 

personal issues could not be discussed 
in this forum but this was understand-
able.  The fact that four senior clinicians 
took the time to be a part of this event 
must be applauded. Also, all four were 
enthusiastic to be involved and the event 
has to be seen as a valuable way of 
bringing patients and clinicians together.  
The patients defi nitely found the Q & A 
session interesting and rewarding.

Jill Slann

 David Myers

Andy Forbes

Nii Plange

 Caryl Bryant

 Jeremy Gold 

Louis Toussaint
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Here are some of the attendees at the 
RFHKPA AGM

Photography by Martha Myers
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How transplant surgery started 
at the Royal Free

Two doctors who helped set up the 
Royal Free Hospital’s kidney transplant 
programme in the 1960s have talked 
about the challenges they faced treating 
patients with kidney failure more than 
half a century ago. 

The Royal Free is one of the UK’s largest 
kidney transplant centres and the trust 
carries out around 140 kidney transplants 
each year.  Patients receiving a transplant 
now can be confident that their operation 
will be successful.  But when the first 
transplants at the Royal Free Hospital 
were carried out in the 1950s and 60s, 
things were much more difficult.

Ossie Fernando was a surgeon who 
started at the Royal Free Hospital in 
1968 under the guidance of the trust’s 
first transplant surgeon, John Hopewell.

Ossie said:  “When I first started John 
Hopewell told me my job was to go and 
find kidneys.  In those days the patients 
weren’t on respirators, so we didn’t have 
much time to collect the organs before 
they deteriorated.  The local hospitals 
called me if someone had died who might 
be able to donate a kidney.  The police 
were on alert and would blue-light me 
there and back.  We had only about three 
hours to get the organ back to the Royal 
Free in those days.  Now we have much 
more sophisticated ways of preserving 
the kidney so we have about 24 hours to 
get the kidney to the recipient.”

“I had to speak to the families of the 
patients who had died to ask for their 
consent.  Now there are specialist nurses 
who do that.  It wasn’t easy, however, 
most of the time they agreed.  I had to 
perform the operation to remove the 
kidney myself; if I was lucky one of the 
nurses might be on hand to help out.”

Ossie added: “I would collect the kidney 
in a picnic cooler box and I had to go 
around the hospital searching for ice to 
pack it with.  The immune-suppression 
drugs were primitive in those days and we 
used to keep the patients in isolation for 
two weeks after the kidney transplant as 
we were worried about them getting an 
infection.  Now they don’t need to stay in 
isolation at all and the drugs are much 
less toxic.”

Professor John Moorhead was the Royal 
Free Hospital’s first nephrologist and he 
helped establish the hospital as a leading 
centre for treating kidney conditions.

He said: “It was tremendously exciting to 
lead such a team right at the beginning of 
modern nephrology and kidney transplan-
tation.  The US had led the way but we 
weren’t far behind them and we felt the 
whole of the kidney field was opening up. 

It could be pretty hairy at times but new 
technology was quickly developed along 
with discoveries about how the kidneys 
worked. We had not known that the 
kidneys had a major role in maintaining 
blood pressure or how the erythropoietin 
(EP) they made was essential for mak-
ing red blood cells. So we were living in 
very exciting times. The hospital was very 
good at supporting us and allowing us to 
do the work that we wanted to do.”

Ossie added: “One of the things we 
learnt in the early days was that you 
needed a dialysis unit to go alongside 
the transplant programme because if the 
transplants aren’t working the patients 
can go back on dialysis. So our transplant 
programme was put on hold in the 1960s 
until that had been set up.”

At the Royal Free Dr Zac Varghese was 
improving tissue typing techniques and 
other forms of matching, plus the suc-
cess of the Royal Free’s dialysis unit, 
which was set up by Dr Rosemarie Bail-
lod, paved the way for the kidney trans-
plant programme to get up and running.

John said: “In 1968 we made a lot of 
effort to ensure that the first transplant 
of the new program performed by John 
Hopewell and Ossie Fernando would 
be successful. The fact that it worked 
straight away felt like a TV rocket launch. 
That 1968 kidney lasted several years 
and was hugely encouraging to everyone.”

John Moorhead

Ossie Fernando
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Young People have a great 
weekend away

Younger patients have been enjoying 
the activities available to them this year 
thanks to generous funding provided 
from the British Kidney Patient 
Association.

In September of last year, 50 young 
people and 10 volunteers came together 
from across the UK to stay at a hostel 
in the Peak District.  Group activities 
included abseiling, canoeing, a bonfire, 
workshops and visiting local attractions. 
The group enjoyed the beautiful weather 
and the views from where they were stay-
ing.  Some came from cities and had not 
seen countryside like it before.

On Sunday morning, the group of young 
people had a series of talks/discussions 
around self-care, patient participation 
and new innovative research taking place 
across the UK.

Feedback from the event was positive 
with many reporting enjoying a relaxing 

time with people who have had similar 
experiences as them.  One participant, 
Georgie, stated:  “I have really loved 
this weekend, speaking with fellow renal 
young adults.  I’ve met and made some 
new friends as well.  I really enjoyed doing 
the abseiling and scrambling and I will 
definitely be coming back again next year. 
Also, the food and accommodation was 
top notch; great staff and service too!”

The Young Adult Worker, Gemma Hockey, 

has been working at the Royal Free for 2 
1⁄2 years.  This role provides patients un-
der 30 years old with emotional and prac-
tical support.  Transition from paediatric 
to adult services is a time when young 
adults may need a little extra support. 
While some young people take the move 
in their stride, others take a little more 
time to adjust to their new surroundings.

With the support of a dedicated youth 
worker, young people are better sup-
ported throughout their transition journey. 
Weekends away and social events provide 
important peer support that benefits 
younger patients in many ways.  Younger 
patients have reported feeling more posi-
tive when they meet people of a similar 
age going through similar issues as them.

Events will be held regularly throughout 
the year. If you would like details for the 
next event, please contact Gemma on: 
gemma.hockey1@nhs.net or 
075086 60145

By Gemma Hockey, Young Adult Worker, Renal Unit
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Brits waiting for organ transplants 
‘dying needlessly’ because relatives don’t realise 

loved ones wanted to donate

Alarming new figures show that just 
47% of families agree to organ  donation 
if they are unaware of their deceased 
relative’s decision to be a donor.
Our figures for donation are among the 
worst in Europe.

Patients are dying needlessly on trans-
plant waiting lists because relatives 
don’t realise dead loved ones wanted to 
donate their organs.  The fatal mix-ups 
mean Britain has one of the world’s worst 
donor consent rates.  Specialist Anthony 
Clarkson said:  “When a family says no to 
donation, someone waiting may miss out 
on their only opportunity.  It is vital no op-
portunity for someone to become a donor 
is missed.”

If you die in circumstances enabling a 
donation, your family would be asked 
by nurses to support your decision to 
donate.  But the NHS Blood and Trans-
plant service says just 47% of UK families 
agree if unaware of a relative’s wishes. 
The consent rate rises to 90% when rela-
tives had told relatives of their intentions. 
Overall, the UK consent rate stood at 62% 

in 2015, well short of the minimum target 
it set of 80% by 2020. More people than 
ever before are signing up to become 
organ donors.  But simply not enough of 
them are telling their family.

If the UK hit its target for consent rates, 
more than 1,000 extra ops would happen 
a year.  Just 1% of 560,000 who die each 
year are suitable donors.  And every day, 
three people die without a transplant. 
In a comparison of 10 countries, the UK 
comes third to bottom, and has a worse 
donor consent rate than Slovakia, Poland, 
Spain, Croatia, Latvia, Italy and the US.

Only 1% of people who die every year do 
so in cirumstances where their organs 
can be donated
Only Australia and Switzerland have higher 
rates of families refusing consent.

Making an appeal during JANober’s Organ 
Donation Week, Mr Clarkson added: 
“Please tell relatives you want to donate 
should you be able, and that you want 
them to support your decision to save 
lives.  Many donor families say donation 

helps their grief and they feel enormous 
pride.”

Join the organ donation register today at 
www.organdonation.nhs.uk

Do you carry a donor card?

On 1 December 2015 Wales introduced a 
law deeming all adults to have consented 
to donate their organs unless they have 
opted out.  This ground breaking change 
is expected to increase the number of 
donors by 25%.  We call upon the Health 
Secretary Mr Hunt to extend the organ 
donation opt-out system to the rest of 
Great Britain.

By Andrew Gregory
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Happy birthday to ‘world’s oldest’ 
kidney dialysis patient at 104

A 104 year-old man from Finchley is 
believed to be the oldest person in the 
world to be receiving kidney dialysis.

Sidney Benjamin has three hours of dialy-
sis three times a week at Barnet Hospital 
where he is well-liked by the nurses. 
To help him celebrate his birthday, in 
JANober, the nursing team, brought in 

balloons and a birthday cake funded by 
RFHKPA.

Kate Shaw, ward sister at the renal unit, 
said: “It’s been a pleasure and a privilege 
to look after him.  He is true gentleman. 
It must be a world record – having dialysis 
at 104 and he is still going strong!  He’s 
very easy to look after – he has three 

hours of dialysis three times a week, he 
never complains.”

Mr Benjamin repaired watches and clocks 
for a living, which was a job he started at 
the age of 14 and continued until he was
98.  He has outlived his son, two wives 
and his siblings and is now supported by 
a carer. 

He has been on dialysis for the past eight 
years after his kidney deteriorated at the 
age of 96.

He was an engineer with the RAF during 
World War Two.

A 104 year-old man from Finchley is 

DIARY DATES
KPA COMMITTEE MEETINGS
No meeting in January
Feb 6th, March 6th, April 3rd
All kidney patients and family welcome
Mondays at 7.00 pm
The Atrium, Ground fl oor, Royal Free Hospital

TRANSPLANT EDUCATION SESSIONS
For kidney patients and family
Wednesday 17th Jan 6.00 - 8.00 pm
Tuesday 18th April 6.00 - 8.00 pm
The Atrium, Ground fl oor, Royal Free Hospital

PATIENT EDUCATION SESSIONS 
For low clearance patients
Tuesday 24th Jan 1.00 - 4.00 pm
Tottenham Hale  

Friday 24th March 1.00 - 4.00 pm
Mary Rankin Unit, St. Pancras Hospital

Thursday 20th April 1.00 - 4.00 pm
The Atrium, Ground Floor, Royal Free Hospital

MEDICINE FOR MEMBERS
Thursday March 30th 6.00 - 8.00 pm
How renal research is improving the lives of 
kidney patients
The Atrium, Ground Floor, Royal Free Hospital

WORLD KIDNEY DAY
Thursday 9th March 2017

Andy Forbes (Chairman)         01442 262767
Jill Slann (Membership Secretary)         020 8886 1483
Louis Toussaint
(NKF & Edgware Representative)         020 8205 5682
Nii Plange           07725 347 925
Caryl Bryant         020 8411 6268
Bina Doshi           020 8440 0504
David Myers (President) email: r fhkpa@gmail.com

Newsletter Editorial Team: David Myers (Executive Editor)
Jill Slann, e-mail: r fhkpa@gmail.com
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organdonation.nhs.uk

Right now around 6,500 

people are waiting for  
an organ transplant. 
What are you waiting for?  

Join the NHS Organ Donor 

Register today.

MESSING
ABOUT CAN
COST LIVES
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